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Discover How To Make a Living Selling Used Car Parts on eBayI am going to reveal to you my
proven, step-by-step system on how I make thousands of dollars every month in the desolate
used auto parts niche on eBay.It's rare that you will find ways to make money online that haven't
already been populated with millions of other people trying to do the same thing as you. That's
why it's important that you get in and start selling used parts now, and that's what I am here to
help with.Here Is A Preview of What You'll Learn...What You'll Need To Get StartedWhich Cars
Are Worth Taking Parts OffHow To Know What Parts To TakeHow To List Items To Attract
BuyersShipping Parts OutDealing With Returns and Having Good Customer ServiceAnd much
more!Take action right away and start making thousands monthly as a side income, or make
your own full-time job by downloading this book for a limited time discount of only $2.99!
Download today!Tags: selling car parts, reselling car parts on ebay, making a living on ebay,
making a full-time income on ebay, make thousands monthly on ebay, reselling auto parts

From the Back CoverIt Worked for Me is filled with vivid experiences and lessons learned that
have shaped the legendary career of the four-star general and former Secretary of State Colin
Powell. At its heart are Powell's "Thirteen Rules"—such as "Get mad, then get over it" and
"Share credit"—that introduce his principles for effective leadership: conviction, hard work, and,
above all, respect for others.A natural storyteller, Powell offers warm and engaging parables with
wise advice on succeeding in the workplace and beyond. "Trust your people," he counsels as he
delegates presidential briefing responsibilities to two junior State Department desk officers. "Do
your best—someone is watching," he advises those just starting out, recalling his own teenage
job mopping floors in a factory. Powell combines the insight he gained in the military and four
presidential administrations with lessons from his immigrant-family upbringing in the Bronx and
his training in the ROTC. The result is a powerful portrait of a leader who is reflective, self-
effacing, and grateful for everyone he works with.A brilliant and original blueprint for leadership,
Colin Powell's It Worked for Me is bound to inspire, move, and surprise readers.About the
AuthorColin Powell was born in New York City in 1937. He is a retired four-star general in the
United States Army and has earned numerous military, civilian, and foreign honors. He has
served four presidential administrations in a variety of roles, most recently as Secretary of State
from 2001 to 2005. He lives in Virginia.
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Selling Auto Parts:Make Thousands of Dollars Monthly With eBay's Untapped NicheRyan
KingTable of ContentsIntroduction: How I Got StartedChapter 1: What You’ll Need To Get
StartedChapter 2: Which Cars Are Worth Taking Parts Off?Chapter 3: How To Know Which Parts
To TakeChapter 4: How To List Items To Attract BuyersChapter 5: Shipping Parts OutChapter 6:
Dealing With Returns + Good Customer ServiceIntroduction: How I Got StartedI have been
selling on Ebay for 7 years now. In that time, my sales have included a wide array of different
items, and this whole “selling things on the internet” deal has changed a lot for me. It’s gone
from something I did to snag $10 for some old Playstation 2 games to becoming my primary
source of income.Let’s get some things straight. I’m not a millionaire, and I’m not a mechanic.
Following the methods in this book will not make you either one. If you came here looking for
some easy scheme, STOP reading now, because you won’t find what you’re looking for.If you
came here because you want to make a couple thousand dollars a month, either to supplement
your “real” job or replace your dead-end minimum wage soul-stealer, then venture on. I used to
work retail too, and I’m well aware of how much it sucks.One day, I needed a coolant expansion
tank for my car, and found that the local auto parts store wanted $60 for a new one. Finding the
price absurd, I ended up at a you-pull-it junkyard. The kind where you go in, do all the work in
taking parts off of cars in various states of destruction, and pay virtually nothing. Upon entering,
I picked up a price list, and found that a used coolant tank would cost me only $12.Stop and
consider that for a moment. That is an astounding 80% less than retail. Think about all those
brand new Xbox and Playstation games that sell for $60. Imagine if you could pick them up used
for $12, while they were still selling for $60 new in the store. That’s the kind of price markdowns
we are talking about. This led me to thinking, what would someone pay for this online? And so
on that gloriously hot summer day, I picked up not one, but two coolant expansion tanks. And
while my spare part only ended up selling for about $25, my interest in the used auto parts
industry had been piqued.After this initial salvage yard trip, I began scouring old Ebay records
and model-specific classifieds, all the while creating Excel spreadsheets for valuable parts.
Excited about how much money I was about to make, I headed off and started grabbing a
random assortment of parts, which promptly went up online. The result? Pretty much a flop. I
did break even, but that was really the sole silver lining.And so my Excel charts got updated as
more research was done. I started to place a very big emphasis on the cost to ship items, as it
had started to cut into my profits more so than anything else. I gave up on certain parts,
because they were just too much hassle (shipping luxury car fenders over the internet… it
seemed like such a great idea, who knew?)Eventually, I got to the point where I was regularly
turning ~$75 part investments into $350-450 in sales per trip. Keep in mind that this is over the
course of months, but I am condensing it into mere sentences for the sake of time.This became
truly beneficial, because over these months, I was able to really determine market demand,
which is vital in an industry like this. Fail to understand market demand, and you will be sitting



with a garage full of unwanted mistakes. I still to this day have a rear bench seat headrest laying
around from my second trip to the yards. The price has been lowered periodically to the point
where it is virtually free, and I’ve never received anything close to an interested party.A lot of
people can get turned off of selling used auto parts when they hear stories like this. Luckily,
these types of situations are avoidable, and multiple chapters of this publication are dedicated
solely to helping you ensure this does not happen. I just count myself lucky that my headrest
doesn’t take up too much space. Put aside your fears about a garage full of worthless,
unsellable crap- it won’t be an issue if you follow the methods outlined throughout the rest of the
book.There’s another thing I’ve noticed about salvage yards after making hundreds of hundreds
of trips- the other people. Most of them look awful—and I mean that in the least offensive
manner possible. They all (and there are many) look unhappy and like they don’t want to be
there. And why should they? The reason anyone ends up at the junkyard is the same reason I
did on my first day in search of a coolant tank- they didn’t want to pay retail prices.This teaches
us three lessons:Your average DIYer, the type of person who takes apart some beat to bits
Volkswagen, doesn’t want to be there. This bodes well for the “convenience fee” of selling used
parts online, which we’ll cover later.There are a lot of DIYers out there to sell to. Further proof of
the demand.These people aren’t happy to be there. They don’t see the potential in a bunch of
crashed up, non-running automobiles. They don’t recognize the thousands of dollars in profit in
every damn row.Hopefully this gives an idea of the money-making potential of this industry.
There is a high demand for used auto parts, and not a large supply. Most people, even the
DIYers, hate the idea of driving to a salvage yard, finding a car that matches their own, and going
through the struggle of removing the part. They are happy to pay $20, $40, or $100 more to
have that part shipped right to their door, especially if it is still significantly cheaper than buying
the part brand new.This is an industry that isn’t a fad—it’s not going away anytime soon. Modern
autos may be more reliable than their older counterparts, but they still break down. The average
vehicle on the road is between 11-13 years old. It doesn’t matter if you’re driving the most
reliable Honda or Toyota; after 13 years, stuff breaks and needs replacing, and there’s no reason
to buy new parts for a car that only needs to last a few more years.Furthermore, this is an
evergreen industry, meaning that people are buying parts year round. The summertime is good
for sales in particular due to the high amount of project cars and work being done during that
time, but sales remain relatively strong year-round. There’s never a time of the year when cars
remain perfectly reliable.The market for used auto parts is one of the most lucrative out there,
with little competition and high markups. In short, it’s an online seller’s dream. Get in before the
next guy.Chapter 1: What You’ll Need To Get StartedConsidering all of the benefits of the used
auto parts niche, you’d think there would be a high amount of people trying to get in on this
opportunity, but surprisingly, they aren’t. I believe that the reason for this is a perceived difficulty
that people have with getting started. They think you need to be some ASE-certified master
technician to take parts off of cars, or a garage full of storage space and professional tools.
None of this is actually the case. Here is what I would recommend having for someone getting



started.Storage SpaceDon’t freak out, you don’t need to go rent out a storage locker or start
paying monthly fees to keep your inventory. As you will find out in later sections of this
publication, I specifically advise against taking large, heavy objects, as it creates all the more
hassle.That being said, however, you will need a place to keep your parts. In the beginning, this
can be as simple as shelf space on top of a closet, at least until you start selling items and
building up a larger and more expansive inventory. Just ensure it’s an area where the parts
aren’t in constant danger of falling over and breaking.Selling Auto Parts:Make Thousands of
Dollars Monthly With eBay's Untapped NicheRyan KingSelling Auto Parts:Make Thousands of
Dollars Monthly With eBay's Untapped NicheRyan KingTable of ContentsIntroduction: How I Got
StartedChapter 1: What You’ll Need To Get StartedChapter 2: Which Cars Are Worth Taking
Parts Off?Chapter 3: How To Know Which Parts To TakeChapter 4: How To List Items To Attract
BuyersChapter 5: Shipping Parts OutChapter 6: Dealing With Returns + Good Customer
ServiceTable of ContentsIntroduction: How I Got StartedChapter 1: What You’ll Need To Get
StartedChapter 2: Which Cars Are Worth Taking Parts Off?Chapter 3: How To Know Which Parts
To TakeChapter 4: How To List Items To Attract BuyersChapter 5: Shipping Parts OutChapter 6:
Dealing With Returns + Good Customer ServiceIntroduction: How I Got StartedI have been
selling on Ebay for 7 years now. In that time, my sales have included a wide array of different
items, and this whole “selling things on the internet” deal has changed a lot for me. It’s gone
from something I did to snag $10 for some old Playstation 2 games to becoming my primary
source of income.Let’s get some things straight. I’m not a millionaire, and I’m not a mechanic.
Following the methods in this book will not make you either one. If you came here looking for
some easy scheme, STOP reading now, because you won’t find what you’re looking for.If you
came here because you want to make a couple thousand dollars a month, either to supplement
your “real” job or replace your dead-end minimum wage soul-stealer, then venture on. I used to
work retail too, and I’m well aware of how much it sucks.One day, I needed a coolant expansion
tank for my car, and found that the local auto parts store wanted $60 for a new one. Finding the
price absurd, I ended up at a you-pull-it junkyard. The kind where you go in, do all the work in
taking parts off of cars in various states of destruction, and pay virtually nothing. Upon entering,
I picked up a price list, and found that a used coolant tank would cost me only $12.Stop and
consider that for a moment. That is an astounding 80% less than retail. Think about all those
brand new Xbox and Playstation games that sell for $60. Imagine if you could pick them up used
for $12, while they were still selling for $60 new in the store. That’s the kind of price markdowns
we are talking about. This led me to thinking, what would someone pay for this online? And so
on that gloriously hot summer day, I picked up not one, but two coolant expansion tanks. And
while my spare part only ended up selling for about $25, my interest in the used auto parts
industry had been piqued.After this initial salvage yard trip, I began scouring old Ebay records
and model-specific classifieds, all the while creating Excel spreadsheets for valuable parts.
Excited about how much money I was about to make, I headed off and started grabbing a
random assortment of parts, which promptly went up online. The result? Pretty much a flop. I



did break even, but that was really the sole silver lining.And so my Excel charts got updated as
more research was done. I started to place a very big emphasis on the cost to ship items, as it
had started to cut into my profits more so than anything else. I gave up on certain parts,
because they were just too much hassle (shipping luxury car fenders over the internet… it
seemed like such a great idea, who knew?)Eventually, I got to the point where I was regularly
turning ~$75 part investments into $350-450 in sales per trip. Keep in mind that this is over the
course of months, but I am condensing it into mere sentences for the sake of time.This became
truly beneficial, because over these months, I was able to really determine market demand,
which is vital in an industry like this. Fail to understand market demand, and you will be sitting
with a garage full of unwanted mistakes. I still to this day have a rear bench seat headrest laying
around from my second trip to the yards. The price has been lowered periodically to the point
where it is virtually free, and I’ve never received anything close to an interested party.A lot of
people can get turned off of selling used auto parts when they hear stories like this. Luckily,
these types of situations are avoidable, and multiple chapters of this publication are dedicated
solely to helping you ensure this does not happen. I just count myself lucky that my headrest
doesn’t take up too much space. Put aside your fears about a garage full of worthless,
unsellable crap- it won’t be an issue if you follow the methods outlined throughout the rest of the
book.There’s another thing I’ve noticed about salvage yards after making hundreds of hundreds
of trips- the other people. Most of them look awful—and I mean that in the least offensive
manner possible. They all (and there are many) look unhappy and like they don’t want to be
there. And why should they? The reason anyone ends up at the junkyard is the same reason I
did on my first day in search of a coolant tank- they didn’t want to pay retail prices.This teaches
us three lessons:Your average DIYer, the type of person who takes apart some beat to bits
Volkswagen, doesn’t want to be there. This bodes well for the “convenience fee” of selling used
parts online, which we’ll cover later.There are a lot of DIYers out there to sell to. Further proof of
the demand.These people aren’t happy to be there. They don’t see the potential in a bunch of
crashed up, non-running automobiles. They don’t recognize the thousands of dollars in profit in
every damn row.Hopefully this gives an idea of the money-making potential of this industry.
There is a high demand for used auto parts, and not a large supply. Most people, even the
DIYers, hate the idea of driving to a salvage yard, finding a car that matches their own, and going
through the struggle of removing the part. They are happy to pay $20, $40, or $100 more to
have that part shipped right to their door, especially if it is still significantly cheaper than buying
the part brand new.This is an industry that isn’t a fad—it’s not going away anytime soon. Modern
autos may be more reliable than their older counterparts, but they still break down. The average
vehicle on the road is between 11-13 years old. It doesn’t matter if you’re driving the most
reliable Honda or Toyota; after 13 years, stuff breaks and needs replacing, and there’s no reason
to buy new parts for a car that only needs to last a few more years.Furthermore, this is an
evergreen industry, meaning that people are buying parts year round. The summertime is good
for sales in particular due to the high amount of project cars and work being done during that



time, but sales remain relatively strong year-round. There’s never a time of the year when cars
remain perfectly reliable.The market for used auto parts is one of the most lucrative out there,
with little competition and high markups. In short, it’s an online seller’s dream. Get in before the
next guy.Introduction: How I Got StartedI have been selling on Ebay for 7 years now. In that time,
my sales have included a wide array of different items, and this whole “selling things on the
internet” deal has changed a lot for me. It’s gone from something I did to snag $10 for some old
Playstation 2 games to becoming my primary source of income.Let’s get some things straight.
I’m not a millionaire, and I’m not a mechanic. Following the methods in this book will not make
you either one. If you came here looking for some easy scheme, STOP reading now, because
you won’t find what you’re looking for.If you came here because you want to make a couple
thousand dollars a month, either to supplement your “real” job or replace your dead-end
minimum wage soul-stealer, then venture on. I used to work retail too, and I’m well aware of how
much it sucks.One day, I needed a coolant expansion tank for my car, and found that the local
auto parts store wanted $60 for a new one. Finding the price absurd, I ended up at a you-pull-it
junkyard. The kind where you go in, do all the work in taking parts off of cars in various states of
destruction, and pay virtually nothing. Upon entering, I picked up a price list, and found that a
used coolant tank would cost me only $12.Stop and consider that for a moment. That is an
astounding 80% less than retail. Think about all those brand new Xbox and Playstation games
that sell for $60. Imagine if you could pick them up used for $12, while they were still selling for
$60 new in the store. That’s the kind of price markdowns we are talking about. This led me to
thinking, what would someone pay for this online? And so on that gloriously hot summer day, I
picked up not one, but two coolant expansion tanks. And while my spare part only ended up
selling for about $25, my interest in the used auto parts industry had been piqued.After this initial
salvage yard trip, I began scouring old Ebay records and model-specific classifieds, all the while
creating Excel spreadsheets for valuable parts. Excited about how much money I was about to
make, I headed off and started grabbing a random assortment of parts, which promptly went up
online. The result? Pretty much a flop. I did break even, but that was really the sole silver
lining.And so my Excel charts got updated as more research was done. I started to place a very
big emphasis on the cost to ship items, as it had started to cut into my profits more so than
anything else. I gave up on certain parts, because they were just too much hassle (shipping
luxury car fenders over the internet… it seemed like such a great idea, who knew?)Eventually, I
got to the point where I was regularly turning ~$75 part investments into $350-450 in sales per
trip. Keep in mind that this is over the course of months, but I am condensing it into mere
sentences for the sake of time.This became truly beneficial, because over these months, I was
able to really determine market demand, which is vital in an industry like this. Fail to understand
market demand, and you will be sitting with a garage full of unwanted mistakes. I still to this day
have a rear bench seat headrest laying around from my second trip to the yards. The price has
been lowered periodically to the point where it is virtually free, and I’ve never received anything
close to an interested party.A lot of people can get turned off of selling used auto parts when



they hear stories like this. Luckily, these types of situations are avoidable, and multiple chapters
of this publication are dedicated solely to helping you ensure this does not happen. I just count
myself lucky that my headrest doesn’t take up too much space. Put aside your fears about a
garage full of worthless, unsellable crap- it won’t be an issue if you follow the methods outlined
throughout the rest of the book.There’s another thing I’ve noticed about salvage yards after
making hundreds of hundreds of trips- the other people. Most of them look awful—and I mean
that in the least offensive manner possible. They all (and there are many) look unhappy and like
they don’t want to be there. And why should they? The reason anyone ends up at the junkyard
is the same reason I did on my first day in search of a coolant tank- they didn’t want to pay retail
prices.This teaches us three lessons:Your average DIYer, the type of person who takes apart
some beat to bits Volkswagen, doesn’t want to be there. This bodes well for the “convenience
fee” of selling used parts online, which we’ll cover later.There are a lot of DIYers out there to sell
to. Further proof of the demand.These people aren’t happy to be there. They don’t see the
potential in a bunch of crashed up, non-running automobiles. They don’t recognize the
thousands of dollars in profit in every damn row.Your average DIYer, the type of person who
takes apart some beat to bits Volkswagen, doesn’t want to be there. This bodes well for the
“convenience fee” of selling used parts online, which we’ll cover later.There are a lot of DIYers
out there to sell to. Further proof of the demand.These people aren’t happy to be there. They
don’t see the potential in a bunch of crashed up, non-running automobiles. They don’t recognize
the thousands of dollars in profit in every damn row.Hopefully this gives an idea of the money-
making potential of this industry. There is a high demand for used auto parts, and not a large
supply. Most people, even the DIYers, hate the idea of driving to a salvage yard, finding a car
that matches their own, and going through the struggle of removing the part. They are happy to
pay $20, $40, or $100 more to have that part shipped right to their door, especially if it is still
significantly cheaper than buying the part brand new.This is an industry that isn’t a fad—it’s not
going away anytime soon. Modern autos may be more reliable than their older counterparts, but
they still break down. The average vehicle on the road is between 11-13 years old. It doesn’t
matter if you’re driving the most reliable Honda or Toyota; after 13 years, stuff breaks and needs
replacing, and there’s no reason to buy new parts for a car that only needs to last a few more
years.Furthermore, this is an evergreen industry, meaning that people are buying parts year
round. The summertime is good for sales in particular due to the high amount of project cars
and work being done during that time, but sales remain relatively strong year-round. There’s
never a time of the year when cars remain perfectly reliable.The market for used auto parts is
one of the most lucrative out there, with little competition and high markups. In short, it’s an
online seller’s dream. Get in before the next guy.Chapter 1: What You’ll Need To Get
StartedConsidering all of the benefits of the used auto parts niche, you’d think there would be a
high amount of people trying to get in on this opportunity, but surprisingly, they aren’t. I believe
that the reason for this is a perceived difficulty that people have with getting started. They think
you need to be some ASE-certified master technician to take parts off of cars, or a garage full of



storage space and professional tools. None of this is actually the case. Here is what I would
recommend having for someone getting started.Storage SpaceDon’t freak out, you don’t need
to go rent out a storage locker or start paying monthly fees to keep your inventory. As you will
find out in later sections of this publication, I specifically advise against taking large, heavy
objects, as it creates all the more hassle.That being said, however, you will need a place to keep
your parts. In the beginning, this can be as simple as shelf space on top of a closet, at least until
you start selling items and building up a larger and more expansive inventory. Just ensure it’s an
area where the parts aren’t in constant danger of falling over and breaking.Chapter 1: What
You’ll Need To Get StartedConsidering all of the benefits of the used auto parts niche, you’d
think there would be a high amount of people trying to get in on this opportunity, but surprisingly,
they aren’t. I believe that the reason for this is a perceived difficulty that people have with getting
started. They think you need to be some ASE-certified master technician to take parts off of
cars, or a garage full of storage space and professional tools. None of this is actually the case.
Here is what I would recommend having for someone getting started.Storage SpaceDon’t freak
out, you don’t need to go rent out a storage locker or start paying monthly fees to keep your
inventory. As you will find out in later sections of this publication, I specifically advise against
taking large, heavy objects, as it creates all the more hassle.That being said, however, you will
need a place to keep your parts. In the beginning, this can be as simple as shelf space on top of
a closet, at least until you start selling items and building up a larger and more expansive
inventory. Just ensure it’s an area where the parts aren’t in constant danger of falling over and
breaking.
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Brett, “A Ton of Value for Newbies. I found that this book provides a good amount of value for
someone starting out in the used parts side business. As a former mechanic I thought I knew
what was and wasn’t valuable on a car. This book definitely changed my mind on that.Thank you
Ryan.”

TEG Knox, “Practical Guide that along with a bit of work can be a moneymaker.. This book
presents a practical way to make money by selling used car parts. Not just any car parts
though. The author shows how to survey sales channels to determine what parts are popular
sellers based on specific brands of cars. Sourcing the parts is discussed as well. The main
source of parts are auto recycling facilities. BMW and Mercedes are top brands to source for.
Emblems, wheel spinners, gear shift handles, door handles. All small parts that are easy to
ship. After doing this for a few months I now have specific things I am looking for, for each
brand. My local recyclers web site allows me to get notifications when those parts are on newly
arrived wrecks. If you have a bit of aptitude and are perhaps a bit obsessed with cars, this can
turn into a nice sideline.”

Durfee, “Great Book Pick this up NOW! Worth the $2.99. Great informative guide on selling auto
parts. Very well written and very neatly presented/put together. If i had to give advice to the
author or give a negative, i would say, there could be more information regarding specific car
parts. That area seemed rushed and its hard to get an idea of what the parts are, where they are
located and what they look like. Maybe if some pictures were including above or below the part
being described, it could be a bit more helpful, otherwise Great book!”

Bandksalesco, “Great start for sellers looking to make easy money, fast!. This was a great read!
I've been doing this a little here and there on the side a little bit. I look at the junkyard in a whole
different light than most people because of it! It really is a gold mine just waiting to explode!
Thanks for the read!”

Georgiana Lee, “Excellent book with clear cut instructions. So many of these types of books are
worthless, with little information, bad grammar and worse spelling. This how to book shines like
a diamond in a junkyard. Clear, concise prose coupled with great info makes Selling Auto Parts a
winner.”

265XUE, “great idea. This book highlights a great idea. Selling used auto parts. I think
disassembly could have been better described, but what is here is fantastic.  5 stars”

ALDO, “very good. A SIMPLY book to read follow, States buy cheep sale for profit. MM”



thewordisavid, “A knowledgeable guide to getting involved in auto parts. You can tell as you read
this that the author knows what he's talking about. Selling used auto parts might seem like a
specialist niche -and it probably is - but Ryan King makes it seem accessible.Updates and
international versions would be great.Highly recommended if you have any interest in cars or
selling.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 25 people have provided feedback.
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